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The GTPase dynamin has captivated researchers for

over two decades, even managing to establish its own

research field. Dynamin’s allure is partly due to its

unusual biochemical properties as well as its essential

role in multiple cellular processes, which include the

regulation of clathrin-mediated endocytosis and of actin

cytoskeleton. On the basis of the classic model, dynamin

oligomerization into higher order oligomers such as rings

and helices directly executes the final fission reaction in

endocytosis, which results in the generation of clathrin-

coated vesicles. Dynamin’s role in the regulation of

actin cytoskeleton is mostly explained by its interactions

with a number of actin-binding and -regulating proteins;

however, the molecular mechanism of dynamin’s

action continues to elude us. Recent insights into the

mechanism and role of dynamin oligomerization in the

regulation of actin polymerization point to a novel role

for dynamin oligomerization in the cell.
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Classical Role of Dynamin Rings/Helices:
To Directly Execute Fission

Dynamin was first isolated from a calf brain by Shpetner
and Vallee in 1989. In their original manuscript, the
authors showed that dynamin could induce microtubules
to form hexagonally packed bundles (1). Specifically,
Shpetner and Vallee noticed that in the presence of ATP
and an activating fraction, microtubules appeared to slide.
Together, these findings led the authors to suggest that
there was a 100 kd mechanochemical enzyme (dynamin)
that might mediate microtubule sliding in vivo. Cloning
and sequencing of rat brain dynamin complementary
DNA identified an N-terminal GTP-binding domain (2).
The following year, the role of dynamin in endocytosis
was established by identification of a dynamin homolog
encoded by the Drosophila shibire gene (3). Subsequent
insights then removed dynamin from the ATPase family
and placed it into the GTPase family of enzymes essential

for endocytosis, but the mechanochemical enzyme
description survived the transition.

Biochemical analysis established that dynamin exists
in an equilibrium between a homodimer (DynDIMER)
and a homotetramer (DynTETRA) (4,5), which can self
assemble into higher order structures such as rings and
helices (DynOLIGO) (6). Oligomerization results in increased
GTPase activity of dynamin (7). The widely accepted
current model states that ‘GTPase dynamin catalyzes
membrane fission by forming a collar around the necks
of clathrin-coated pits’ (8). Thus, based on the prevalent
view, dynamin is a mechanochemical enzyme that uses
GTP hydrolysis while in a helical structure to directly
execute the fission reaction at the plasma membrane. In
the last 20 years, the dynamin field has focused on a major
unanswered question regarding dynamin’s role in the cell:
‘what specific structural interactions and conformational
changes within dynamin collar around the necks of coated
pits drive the fission reaction?’ (8).

At present, there are several coexisting plausible molec-
ular mechanisms by which DynOLIGO executes the fission
reaction, all of which have been extensively reviewed
(9–11). We will mention only the cornerstones of this
model. Dynamin’s ability to form rings and helices around
different lipid templates in vitro and clathrin-coated pits
in cells has been comprehensively documented (12–15).
Diverse biochemical assays in combination with structural
studies demonstrated distinct conformational alterations
within DynOLIGO upon GTP hydrolysis (8,13). The effects
of these alterations on underlying lipid templates have
been clearly demonstrated (10,16) and supported by
molecular modeling (16,17). Use of total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) further extended the
in vitro observations by identifying a burst of dynamin
fluorescence that coincides with the fission reaction
(18). Since dynamin oligomerization is cooperative (7),
it is logical to assign this burst in fluorescence to the
formation of DynOLIGO. Together, these studies provide
compelling evidence for the role of DynOLIGO in executing
the fission reaction.

While DynOLIGO is best known for its role in fission
reaction, genetics (19), pharmacologics (20), live cell imag-
ing studies (21) in conjunction with dynamin mutants
(22,23) clearly demonstrate that dynamin’s GTPase activ-
ity regulates maturation of clathrin-coated pits at the
membrane. The GTPase activity of dynamin regulates
its own oligomerization (7) and recruitment of endocytic
proteins such as N-BAR proteins (18), endophilin and
amphiphysin (24), chaperone machinery (25), actin (18)
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and actin-binding proteins (18,26) prior to the fission reac-
tion. Therefore, the GTPase cycle of dynamin has been
implicated at distinct steps during coated vesicle forma-
tion: formation of clathrin-coated pits (steps involved in
maturation) and budding of coated pits from the mem-
brane (final fission reaction) (22,27,28). Given the classical
model, which states that dynamin oligomerization in endo-
cytosis is membrane dependent, it was highly surprising
that the actin-deploymerizating drug, Latrunculin B, dra-
matically abrogated the burst of dynamin fluorescence
prior to fission as observed by TIRFM (18). This suggested
for the first time that the observed prescission burst of
dynamin fluorescence (which corresponds to formation
of DynOLIGO) might be dependent on actin dynamics.
In addition, while acute inhibition of actin polymeriza-
tion significantly decreased the incidence of scission, a
significant amount of coated pits were still able to bud
off in a dynamin-dependent manner in the absence of a
burst of dynamin fluorescence (18). Consistent with this
observation, the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles that
originated from endosomes and the trans-Golgi network
also proceeded without a burst of dynamin fluorescence
prior to the fission reaction (29). It has been shown in vitro
that the epsin N-terminal homology (ENTH) domain caused
extensive membrane vesiculation of liposomes, thus pro-
viding an alternative molecular mechanism for the fission
reaction in the absence of dynamin oligomerization (30).

Dynamin as a Regulator of Actin Cytoskeleton

Dynamin has been implicated in diverse actin-driven
processes such as lamellipodia (31), dorsal membrane
ruffles (32), podosomes (33), invadopodia (34), comet tails
(35,36) and growth cones (37). Originally, dynamin’s role
in the regulation of actin cytoskeleton has been explained
by its ability to alter endocytosis. Thus, dynamin has been
shown to modulate localization of Rac, a canonical small
GTPase that regulates actin cytoskeleton (31). Expression
of a dominant negative form of dynamin, dynK44A, a
mutant that cannot bind GTP and acts as a potent inhibitor
of endocytosis, induced Rac mislocalization away from
cell edges into abnormal dorsal ruffles, and resulted
in increased total activity of Rac (31). This alteration
demonstrated that dynamin’s GTPase activity had a role
in the formation of lamellipodia and cell spreading, which
was explained by dynamin’s effect on localization and
activity of Rac through its effect on endocytosis. Sub-
sequent studies suggested an endocytosis-independent
and GTPase-dependent mechanism by which dynamin
regulates the actin cytoskeleton. Thus, expression of
dynK44A significantly reduced formation of F-actin comets
generated by either Listeria (36) or vesicles formed
through overexpression of type I phosphatidylinositol
5-phosphate kinase (35). Neither process was depen-
dent on endocytosis. Furthermore, when expressed in
PtK1 cells, dynK44A decreased dynamics of the cortical
actin followed by GFP-capping protein (GFP-CP) (38).
GFP-CP, used as a probe for dynamic actin, labeled

sites of actin assembly at foci within lamellae and at the
periphery of PtK1 cells, locations also enriched in F-actin,
Arp2/3 complex and cortactin. Dynamin was found to
partially colocalize with GFP-CP. Cells expressing dynK44A

exhibited longer foci, suggesting impairment in actin
disassembly, as well as local, transient burst of actin
assembly at punctate structures, thus establishing the
role of dynamin’s GTPase activity in cycles of cortical
actin polymerization and depolymerization in PtK1 cells.

Further expanding the role of the GTPase activity of
dynamin in the regulation of actin cytoskeleton, it has
been shown that expression of dynK44A decreased
osteoclast resorption and migration (39). In contrast,
overexpression of wild type dynamin increased these
processes. Furthermore, dynamin’s GTPase activity was
implicated in the control of actin-driven remodeling at
invadopodia (34). Invadopodia are specialized plasma
membrane protrusions by which invasive cells make
contact with the extracellular matrix, which induces its
degradation by matrix metalloproteases. Expression of
dynK44A resulted in drastically reduced extracellular matrix
degradation at invadopodia by altering their morphology
(34). In addition, depletion of dynamin in epithelial cells
prevented establishment and maintenance of epithelial
polarity (40). By comparison, expression of dynK44A

resulted in dramatic apical constriction without disruption
of polarity. Together, these compelling studies provided a
distinct role for dynamin’s GTPase cycle in the regulation
of actin cytoskeleton at distinct sites in the cell that is
independent from its role in endocytosis.

Since dynamin binds a number of actin-regulating and
-binding proteins, it has been suggested that GTPase
activity of dynamin results in interactions with distinct
effectors, which then differentially modulate the actin
cytoskeleton (40). Mooren and colleagues provided in
vitro data supporting this model. They showed that in the
presence of GTP, dynamin remodeled the actin filaments
via its interactions with cortactin (actin-binding protein)
(41). Together, these data suggested a model in which
a GTP-hydrolysis induced conformational change within
dynamin is transduced to cortactin, which in turn induces
alterations in actin filaments. The main challenge to this
molecular mechanism is the fact that interactions between
dynamin’s C-terminal proline, arginine-rich domain (PRD)
and cortactin’s Src homology-3 (SH3) domain (or any
other SH3-domain containing protein) do not require GTP
binding or hydrolysis of dynamin. In fact, they can occur
with isolated dynamin and isolated SH3 domains of actin-
binding/regulatory proteins (42,43). Thus, it is hard to
envision how GTPase driven conformational changes
within dynamin would affect actin-binding/regulatory
proteins. It has been well documented that PRD–SH3
interactions alter dynamin oligomerization in vitro and
in cells. For example, cortactin and endophilin both
promote dynamin oligomerization in vitro (41,44) and it
has been shown that endophilin A2 promotes dynamin
assembly in cells (44). Thus, while it has been shown that
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SH3-domain containing proteins directly alter the dynamin
oligomerization cycle, there are no data to suggest that
dynamin oligomerization affects these interactions. It still
remains to be answered how alterations in dynamin
oligomerization cycle might regulate actin cytoskeleton.

Expanded Role of Dynamin Rings:
To Regulate the Actin Cytoskeleton

In 2010, we reported direct interactions between dynamin
and actin, which were mediated by conserved residues
situated in the middle domain of dynamin (45). The affinity
of dynamin for F-actin is ∼ 0.4 μM, which is comparable
to known actin-binding proteins such as α-actinin 4 or
cortactin (46,47). Dynamin’s ability to bind actin filaments
was independent of its oligomerization state or its ability
to bind and hydrolyze GTP. One of our most surprising
findings was the discovery that dynamin could remove
actin CP gelsolin from the barbed ends, which allows for
actin polymerization (45). The ability to remove gelsolin
was dependent on dynamin oligomerization in vitro. Thus,
dynamin was capable of removing gelsolin only if GTPγS,
a nonhydrolyzable analog of GTP, was present. In addition,
oligomerized dynamin could remove gelsolin, but not
CP, suggesting specificity of dynamin’s effect on actin
CPs. While these in vitro data suggested that dynamin
oligomerization might regulate actin polymerization in
cells, our original study fell short of conclusively testing
this hypothesis. However, by using dynamin mutants with
altered actin-binding affinities, we were able to show
that direct dynamin–actin interactions are essential for
global organization of the actin cytoskeleton in cultured
podocytes (kidney cells that are involved in maintenance of
the glomerular filter). Expression of a dynamin mutant with
increased affinity for actin also resulted in an increased
number of focal adhesions and stress fibers, consistent
with dynamin’s ability to stimulate actin polymerization
in vitro (45).

While we focused on the role of dynamin–actin
interactions in the formation of focal adhesions and stress
fibers, dynamin has also been implicated in the regulation
of cortical actin cytoskeleton. Dorothy Schafer and John
Cooper showed that dynamin influences actin nucleation
by purified Arp2/3 complex and cortactin in vitro in a
biphasic manner (38). Low concentrations of dynamin
enhanced actin nucleation by the Arp2/3 complex and
cortactin, whereas high concentrations were inhibitory.
Since dynamin oligomerization is concentration dependent
and promoted by cortactin, these data indirectly implicate
the role of dynamin oligomerization in the regulation of
cortical actin nucleation.

We have suggested that dynamin releases gelsolin
through dynamin’s effect on the geometry/twist of
actin filaments (45). A similar role by dynamin might
be at work in Arp2/3 driven cortactin-dependent actin
nucleation (38). Actin filaments have complex mechanical

properties and internal motions (bending, twisting and
subunit dynamics), which occur on different time
and length scales (48). Modulation of filament bending
and twisting dynamics has been linked to regulatory actin-
binding protein function, filament assembly and overall cell
motility. For example, binding of cofilin, an actin-binding
protein that disassembles actin filaments, to F-actin
results in a change in filament twist, thus excluding binding
of phalloidin, another actin-binding molecule (49). A similar
effect has been shown for gelsolin, whose binding to
filament ends results in phalloidin displacement (50).

The striking images of oligomerized dynamin wrapped
around lipid templates provided insight into conformational
changes in dynamin upon hydrolysis (8). They also suggest
a distinct mechanism by which alterations in the conforma-
tion of oligomerized dynamin can influence the underlying
membrane (16). New studies will tell us whether these
insights also apply to the molecular mechanism by which
dynamin alters filament geometry. By altering filament
twist in an oligomerization dependent manner, dynamin
might promote formation of a distinct population of
actin filaments with unique conformations, which bind
or release a specific set of actin-binding and -regulatory
proteins. Modifying filament twist by an oligomerization
dependent manner would provide an elegant molecular
mechanism that could be used at multiple sites in cells
depending on the cell type. Thus, the specificity and effect
of dynamin on diverse actin dynamics would depend on its
interactions with actin-binding and -regulatory proteins via
alterations of its oligomerization cycle (Summary figure).

Testing this model will require an array of novel experimen-
tal approaches in addition to the well-established dynamin
assays. Biophysical assays and models developed to study
actin filaments twisting and bending motions should be at
the top of this list. Until now, dynamin oligomerization was
only followed on the membrane, thus TIRFM was the tech-
nique of choice. Given that dynamin–actin interactions are
most likely highly dynamic, single molecule TIRFM using
recombinant proteins could also provide essential insights
into real time dynamics of these interactions. Fluores-
cence lifetime imaging microscopy technique, which has
been successful in studying the formation of oligomeric
complexes in live cells (51), presents one of the pos-
sible new techniques to follow dynamin oligomerization
in an actin-dependent manner in cells. Development of
novel small molecules that promote and inhibit dynamin
oligomerization will be essential tools to study the role
of dynamin oligomerization cells. The role of dynamin
oligomerization in endocytosis with a focus on its effects
on actin dynamics is also worth revisiting. GTP hydrolysis
of dynamin remodels actin filaments nucleated by Arp2/3
complex and cortactin that were associated with PIP2
containing lipid vesicles in vitro (38), suggesting a role of
dynamin in regulating the actin cytoskeleton associated
with endocytic structures at the membrane. The actin
cytoskeleton has been implicated in formation of endo-
cytic membrane curvature formation either by providing
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pushing forces that help by drawing neck membranes
closer together or providing pulling forces that keep the
neck under tension, and actin dynamics have been shown
to be essential for dynamin oligomerization prior to fis-
sion (18). Interestingly, the peak of dynamin fluorescence
transiently overlaps with the beginning of actin depolymer-
ization during fission (52). Since dynamin’s effect on actin
nucleation by Arp2/3 complex and cortactin is biphasic
(38), it is possible that dynamin plays a dual role in the reg-
ulation of actin polymerization in endocytosis: activating at
low dynamin concentrations and inhibiting when present
as dynOLIGO. Supporting this role of dynOLIGO in regulat-
ing actin cytoskeleton in clathrin-mediated endocytosis,
cells lacking dynamin exhibited an abundance of clathrin-
coated pits (CCPs) associated with the plasma membrane
by long, narrow tubules (53). Formation of these long
tubules, which harbor CCPs on their ends, was depen-
dent on actin polymerization (53). These data suggest
that while the actin polymerization that drives membrane
dynamics in the vicinity of CCPs is dynamin independent,
the process is dysregulated and futile. Given dynamin’s
ability to bind a number of actin-binding proteins impli-
cated in endocytosis, such as SNX 9 (54), it seems highly
likely that dynOLIGO is involved in spatial and temporal
regulation of the actin assembly during endocytosis.

Is There a Role for Dynamin Oligomerization
in the Regulation of Microtubule Dynamics?

Dynamin’s role in the regulation of microtubule MT
dynamics has been the least studied aspect of dynamin’s
role in cells. Although dynamin forms helices around MTs
and the subsequent increase in the rate of GTP hydrolysis
has been reported back in 1992 (55), these phenomenona
have been mostly interpreted as in vitro artifacts. Yet,
a growing body of evidence implicates dynamin in the
regulation of microtubule-dependent cellular events such
as cytokinesis (56), dynamic instability of microtubules
(57) and centrosome cohesion (58). Dynamin was found
to colocalize along microtubules at the spindle midzone
(56), midbody (56) and cytoplasm (57). Recently, it has
been observed that dynamin binds gamma tubulin via
the middle domain of dynamin (58), the same domain
we identified to bind actin filaments. Finally, it has been
shown that dynOLIGO can induce formation of very densely
packed hexagonal bundles by wrapping around each
adjacent microtubule (55), thus affecting MT higher order
organization.

The key insight that dynamin-MT interactions have an
important role for MT organization in cells arose from stud-
ies of Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease, a hereditary
neuronal disorder. Dynamin 2 mutations found in CMT
patients induced prominent decoration of microtubules
with the mutant dynamin 2 protein and accompanied
by a remarkable increase in microtubule acetylation, a
marker of stable microtubules. Further supporting the
role of dynamin in microtubule dynamics, depletion of

endogenous dynamin 2 with a small interfering RNA in Cos
7 cells resulted in the accumulation of stable microtubules
(57). In addition, formation of mature Golgi complexes,
which depends on microtubule-dependent membrane
transport, was also impaired in both dynamin 2 knock-
down cells and cells expressing the dynamin 2 mutant. In
contrast, dynamin 2 conditional knockdown mouse fibrob-
lasts did not exhibit major alterations in morphology of
mature Golgi complexes, though cells did exhibit increase
in microtubule acetylation (59). Despite differences in
phenotypes, which could be explained by the use of
different cell types and experimental approaches, these
data provide compelling support for dynamin’s role in the
regulation of microtubule dynamics. While the molecular
mechanism by which dynamin regulates microtubule
dynamics is still a mystery, it is seems reasonable to
suggest that dynOLIGO might be involved, given dynamin’s
ability to form helices around microtubules.

Future outlook

The interaction between microtubules and actin is
becoming a well accepted phenomenon that underlies
many fundamental processes such as cell motility, cellular
wound healing, cell division and neuronal pathfinding (60).
A growing number of proteins have been identified as
candidates for mediating structural interactions between
microtubules and actin. We propose dynamin and its
oligomerization cycle as an ideal candidate that regulates
the interplay between actin and microtubules. Given the
fact that there are three dynamin isoforms and multiple
dynamin binding partners, it is becoming increasingly
evident that dynamin has multiple roles that must be
investigated in physiological relevant contexts. Clearly,
dynamin will continue to provide major challenges and
to demand novel models in the future. What remains
constant and essential in the dynamin field is to remain
open minded and inquisitive.
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